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Read the title of the quiz. What do you think your
result will be? Why? Do you like doing quizzes like
this? Why/Why not?
Complete the gaps in the quiz 1–4 with the
phrases a)–d).
a) a live volcano
b) a sunset from a beach bar
c) how to cook Indian food
d) to the Caribbean on a sailing boat
Work in pairs and do the quiz. Make a note of
your results.

adventure comfortable dangerous list never
not other places plane

QUIZ

Mostly As

You are definitely very 1
at home! You’ve probably 2
tried an extreme sport in your life and
you’re 3
going to start now!

Mostly Bs

You are a traveller and an explorer, but you
leave the more extreme adventures to
4
people. You’ve probably
been to a lot of different 5
but you’re not interested in jumping out of
a6
any time soon!

Mostly Cs

! You’ve probably
You love 7
tried a lot of 8
sports already
and you’ve got a long 9
of
adventures you still want to try!
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Are you a lover of adventure or
do you prefer the comforts of home?
Try our quiz and find out!
1 You’ve booked a holiday on a cruise ship.
Where are you going?
A on a tour of European cities
B 1
C to Antarctica on a scientific research project
2 You’ve won a free course. Which course do
you prefer?
A 2
B paddle surfing in the Mediterranean
C extreme skiing in New Zealand
3 Which of the following places would you most
like to visit?
A a luxury spa centre
B an ancient Mayan temple
C 3
4 Which view do you think is the most beautiful?
A 4
B a city from its highest tower
C the view from the top of a tall mountain that
you’ve just climbed

Complete the results with the words in the box.
Do you agree with the results for you and your
partner? Why/Why not?
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12.1 Listen to two friends, Isaac and Alexia,
talking about the questions in the quiz. Who is
the most adventurous, Isaac or Alexia?
Listen again. For questions 1 and 2, write the
alternative answers that Isaac and Alexia suggest.
For questions 3 and 4, write the answers they
choose.
Question 1:
Alexia:
Isaac:
Question 2:
Alexia:
Isaac:
Question 3:
Alexia:
Isaac:
Question 4:
Alexia:
Isaac:
Look at the quiz again. Think of at least one more
alternative option for each question.
Work in pairs and compare your options. Which
option do you prefer now? Why?
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